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Mountain Pose with Raised Arms

Notice where you feel your weight in the feet. Lift the toes to find the
weight evenly between the balls of the feet and the heels. Notice how
the fronts of the thighs are active. 
Lengthen the front body by lifting the chest to the ceiling. Imagine
yourself from the side, the ears, hip joints and ankles align. As you
anchor down into the feet, lift the front of the pelvis, the belly button
and the sides of the chest up. Don't push the pelvis or ribs forward.
Use the arms as an extension of the sides of the waist as you reach to
the ceiling. Move the elbows in toward the head. Relax the top of the
shoulders and neck. Palms should be facing each other with the fingers
long. 

How to get into the pose: Stand with the feet together. Inner edges of the
toes should be touching, heels can be slightly apart. Stand tall, and reach
the arms up toward the ceiling, shoulder width apart. The goal is to
lengthen all sides of the body. 
Actions in the pose: 

Hold for 15 to 30 seconds breathing through the nose. Exhale to lower the
arms.
This can be done lying down pressing feet to wall for cardiovascular issues
or with back to wall to modify or balance issues. 



Mountain Pose with Bound Fingers 

How to get into the pose: Repeat instructions above with
exception of the arms. Interlace the fingers tightly, turn the
palms out and raise the arms overhead reaching the palms to
the ceiling.
Actions in the pose: Repeat instructions above. In addition, open
and spread the palms of the hands reaching the thumb side of
the hand toward the ceiling and the pinky side toward the head.
Check in: Change the interlace so that the opposite index finger
is on top (will feel strange) and try the pose again. 
This is an excellent way to warm up before you start a long
work day at the computer.



Press the heels into the floor and lift the thighs toward the
pelvis. 
Back leg thigh turns in toward the big toe, front leg thigh
turns out toward the pinky toe. 
Position the shoulders over the front leg and move the
shoulder blades onto the back
Lengthen the sides of the waist, putting more focus on the
lower side. 

How to get into the pose: Step the feet apart on a surface that
you will not slip on and that is not soft like carpet. See that the
feet are 3 ½-4 ft apart (if stance is too short, the hips won't
move happily) and that the feet are parallel to start. Begin
turning the legs by turning the back foot in slightly. Turn the
front foot all the way out. This should slightly turn your pelvis to
one side which you will maintain. Extend the arms out to the
side at shoulder height. Keeping the back leg strong and spine
long, slowly lengthen the torso over the front leg positioning the
hand on the shin, block or chair. Turn the head to look up
toward the ceiling without strain and the chest follows. Reach
the top arm up to help guide this action.  
Actions in the pose: 

Triangle Pose
To come out, reach up with the top arm to come up,
turn the feet to parallel and step the feet together.

Repeat once more on each side.  



Check in: Sometimes we can’t tell where we
are in space in this pose because everything is
moving in different directions to create space

in the front of the body. The back leg thigh
tends to push forward as does the chest and
arms as you see pictured. Bring the weight

back into the back leg heel as you lift and turn
the chest toward the ceiling with more effort.

The top arm should be reaching up in
alignment with the back leg hip and ankle as

pictured to the right. 

Other modifications:
Bring the upper hand to your waist if you are

struggling to turn the chest. 
Turn the head to look down if you have issues

with your neck or feel tension in the neck. 
Place your back to the wall if you are

struggling to balance. 



Half Forward Extension

How to get into the pose: Stand with the feet hip width apart or
possibly a little further if the low back is tight. Come into a Tadasana
alignment and bring the hands to the hips. Maintain a strong chest lift.
Slightly bend the knees (not past toes) to relieve the hamstrings and
make room for the spine to lengthen up more. Begin descending the
torso toward the floor dialing down from the hip joints. Try not to bend
the knees any further. Go slow to maintain the length of the spine.
Bring the hands to bricks underneath the shoulders. 

Actions in the pose: Press the bricks to straighten the arms and pull
the shoulders back onto the back. Look slightly forward without
straining the neck. Take the hips back as you simultaneously reach the
chest forward creating a tug of war to lengthen the spine. Keep the
navel lifting toward the spine. This protects the lower back from
compresson. The knees should remain in line with the second toes.
Weight should be evenly distributed between the balls of the feet and
the heels, inner and outer feet. 



Check in: Is the lower back rounding? If not, you
can attempt to slowly straighten the legs by

pressing the heels into the floor and lifting the hips
to the ceiling. (see photo) Go slow and observe if

you pressure in the low back. If you do, return to a
bent leg position and focus on lengthening the

spine. You will still feel the hamstrings stretching. 
Press the heels and lift the chest on an inhale to

come out. Repeat. 

Other Modifications:
Bring the buttocks and heels to a wall to ensure

that you're not creating tension in the low back if
you feel tension or are unsure of your alignment. 
Practice this with the torso supported by a bench
or table to support the spine from the front of the

truck. This is recommended if you have sustained a
back injury. 



Staff Pose
How to get into the pose: Keeping the mat at the wall, place a
folded blanket or two at the wall length wise. Sit on the blanket

stack with the back of the pelvis flush with the wall. Lengthen the
legs out in front of you bringing the legs and feet together. 

Actions in the pose: Press the inner feet together and spread the
toes. Press the back of the heels into the floor. Reach the inner
thighs and inner knees toward the floor and see that the front

thighs lift the knee caps up. Bring the hands to the floor on either
side of the hips and press the floor to help the torso lengthen up.

Maintain a length through the sides of the waist and bring the
back of the ribs and shoulders to the wall. The head should follow.

You should feel the thighs and the abdomen engaged and the
back of the body lengthening.

Check in: Notice how when you focus on the just the legs or just
the torso, the other areas become relaxed. Repeat the actions
starting with the feet working your way up to the head several

times holding the pose for 30 sec before resting and repeating. 



To learn how to modify
these poses to meet the
needs of YOUR body,
schedule a free 30
minute consult with me!
Click here to go to my schedule

https://modifiedmovement.practicebetter.io/#/5d44ebf2627d7912cc295aaa/bookings?s=5ea65a052a982307149823c8

